PITSTOP BETTING (“PSB”) - MULTIPLAY POLICY
With PSB you have the option to play combination (“multiplay”).
Multillay refersa to the irlactce of illacing multile illaysa og la saerinesa of saelectogsa ing order to reduce rinsakc
lagd mlaxinminsae iotegtlal laing.

Here is an example of multiplay:
Lewis Hamilton is in pole position at the Monaco Grand Prix 2018 and you think
because he is in great form he will win the race and you think that, because of current
form, Sebastian Vettel will place second. You might get 6-1 odds that Hamilton will
win the race and you might get 5-1 odds on Vettel placing second. So, what you could
do, is place a play of £10 on Hamilton winning the race and if you won, you would
get back your £60 and you could place a play of £10 on Vettel to finish second and
win £50. But, if you think both those outcomes are going to happen and you are
confident in that, you can combine them into one play giving you a far bigger return.
The return is greater if you combine your plays because the multiplay outcome is harder
to predict than if you simply split your money into two separate plays.
WARNING though: it also means that if Hamilton wins and Vettel is not second you
have lost all your placed plays, even if one or more are correct.
The concept behind multiplay is to increase your returns. There is a minimum of 5 plays
to cumulate for the multiplay to be registered and valid.
PSB’s policy is that there are no returns on plays that result in the play going bust.
Cash out upon a successful play can be done via the My Account and My Wallet section
of the website and App as per the PSB Withdrawal Policy.
DISCLAIMER: multiplay is not available yet so cannot be played until it has been
activated.

